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By self-consistently calculating x-ray spectra from first principles, we have delineated the relationships between the

spectrum and the state of compression and heating of a neon plasma in detail. A collisional-radiative model

including Stark line profiles is used to determine the highly ionized high-density states of neon. One of our

calculated spectra reproduces remarkably well an experimental spectrum obtained from laser implosion by Yaakobi

et al. and indicates compression conditions significantly different from those obtained assuming the validity of local

thermodynamic equilibrium. Imphcations of our calculations for spectroscopic diagnoses of fusion plasmas are

discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION II. PLASMA MODEL

One of the most widely used techniques to diag-
nose the properties of transient fusionlike pl, asmas
is to analyze their x-ray emissions. In an example
of the use of such methods, Yaakobi et a/. ' have
measured the K-series emission spectrum from a
neon plasma produced by laser implosion of a
glass microballoon filled with neon at 8.6 atm
pressure. Using a methodology that assumed the
ionization conditions of the plasma and that ac-
counted for opacity and Stark broadening of the
Lyman-0. and Stark broadening of the Lyman-p
and Lyman-y lines, they ascribed a density of
0.26 g/cm~ (ion density, 7.8&&102' cm-3) to the
neon emission region. From the measured line
intensity ratios I(Lyp)/I(1s~ 1s3p) an-d I(Lyn}/
I(Lyp}, an electron temperature of 300 eV was
inferred in the context of an I TE plasma model
whose line radiation was assumed to be a Planck
function —saturated. In this paper, we show that a
theoretically self-consistent, steady-state analysis
of all the main features of such spectra can be
carried out that is based on a first-principles cal-
culation in which the only free parameters are the
average plasma properties of temperature, densi-
ty, size, and velocity profile. This analysis leads
to a set of general. principles governing the rela-
tionships of high density, optically thick plasma
properties to their emitted spectra. As a specific
example of the application of such principles, we
demonstrate that our calculations reproduce well
the neon experimental spectrum discussed above
and lead to a diagnosis of significantly lower den-
sity and higher temperature. Furthermore, our
investigation allows an exposition of how and why

a self-consistent physical model reproduces an
experimental spectrum, while a simpl. er but in-
appropriate model such as LTE may lead to mis-
calculation and/or misinterpretation of the spec-
tx um.

For spectrum calculations we have employed a
detailed multistate, multilevel model. of ionized
neon in the context of collisional-radiative 'equilib-
rium and an assumed spherical, geometry. Since
virtually all of the neon at peak compression con-
sists of lithiumlike or more highly siripped ions,
the model includes only the ground states for
Ne I-Ne VII. For lithiumlike Ne VIII, the atomic
model includes the excited states 1s -2p, -3s, -3p,
-3d, and -4d. For heliumlike Ne IX, we have the
excited-state manifold 1s2s '8, 1s2p P, 1s2p'P,
and the n =3 and n = 4 singlet states. For Ne X,
n =2, 3, 4, and 5 as well as n =1 are incl. uded.
All of the l,ines appearing in the Rochester
spectrum (Lya, p, andy, Ne?X 1s -ls3p'P,
1s'-1s4p 'P, as well as 1@2-ls2p'P) are calcu-
lated by self-consistently solving fully coupled
nonlinear radiation transport and rate equations.
Most importantl. y, the calculation also incl.udes
the self-consistently computed effects of Doppler,
Stark, 3 and mass-motional l, ine broadening. Addi-
tionally, the calculated spectra are convolved with
1.5 eV of experimental (Gaussian) broadening. '

However, in most cases, as pointed out by Yaakobi
et al. , the experimental broadening has little or no

effect due to the large Stark linewidths. The rate
equations and the radiative transport equation are
also used to solve in detail for the continuum radi-
ation arising from recombination from the bare
nucl. eus to the n =1 and 2 states of Ne X, and from
NeX n=1 to NeIX 1s S and 1s2p P.2

With the exception of electron collisional excita-
tion rate coefficients and spontaneous decay rates,
the methods of cal.culating the various rate coeffi-
cients used in this study have been described in
detail in previous papers, 4'~ and only brief refer-
ence will be made to these. Every state is cou-
pled to the next (energetically) highest ground
state, by collisional ionization and collisional re-
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combination. Additionally, photoionization and
radiative recombination are computed in detail for
the states mentioned above. The col.lisional ion-
ization rates are calculated by Seaton's prescrip-
tion, 6 and the photoionization cross sections are
calculated in the hydrogenic approximation using
effective free-bound Gaunt factors. Collisional-
and total-radiative recombination rates are then
calculated as the detailed balance of these. How-
ever, the details of the frequency dependence of
the hydrogenic photoionization cross sections are
replaced by a simpler exponenti. 'al profile fox the
recombination process. In addition, adjacent
ground states are coupled by dielectronic recombi-
nation found by summing capture rates over a
manifold of states above the ionization limit which
then decay via cascade to the ground state.

Excited levels of a given ion are coupl. ed to the
other excited states in the model and to the ground
state by electron collisional, excitation and de-
excitation, and by spontaneous radiative decay.
Collisional couplings include forbidden and spin-
flip transitions as well as those which are dipole
allowed. For Ne X, the Coulomb-Born approxima-
tion'0 was used, while a distorted-wave calculation
with exchange" was used to calculate the coeffi-
cients for Ne7IQ and Ne?X. Comparisons of these
two methods have been made for several transi-
tions in hydrogenlike Al XIH-,"and excellent agree-
ment was obtained.

As mentioned above, line photon reabsorption is
taken into account by solving the radiation trans-
port equation for six selected resonance lines,
five of which appear in the published Rochester
spectrum' (taken by Yaakobi et al. ) and are gener-
ally used as diagnostics for neon- or argon-filled
pellet targets. The present model neglects the
effect of radiation reabsorption for lines which
couple two excited states, even though such lings
are optically thick in some of the cases discussed
below. This simplification, however, results in
no significant error in these cases, where the
density is so high that collisional rates coupling
excited states vastly exceed radiative rates and
thus dominate the cross coupbng of these levels.
Unless these lines appear in the spectrum to be
analyzed, it is not necessary to perform the radi-
ation transport calculations for them. The same
principle does not apply for the resonance lines
dominating most spectra, where the reduced col-
lision rates and higher radiative xates result in
comparable importance for collisions and radia-
tion, or even radiation dominance in the couplings.

Details of the radiation transport and photocou-
pling calculations are given elsewhere2' 3 and will
not be elaborated here. However, an additional
feature —the calculation of the effects of the dif-

ferent Doppler shifts caused by the inhomogeneous
velocity profile of a plasma implosion on the
emitted line profiles —has been included in the
radiation transport algorithm. These effects will
be fully discussed in an upcoming paper, but in
the particular results of this paper it served us
mainly to confirm what had been suspected, that
even at implosion velocities of 2&107 cm sec-', '4

the effects are small due to the large Stark widths
of the lines at high density. For lower density
plasmas the effects can be quite significant but it
is of little concern here.

In the analysis detailed below, spectra calculated
for steady-state plasma conditions are used to in-
terpret an experimental, time-integrated spec-
trum. %hile this approach may at first seem
questionable, it was justified for the cases con-
sidered here —short-pulse Nd laser drivers —by
Yaakobi et al. ~ in their letter on argon-filled glass
microballoon experiments. They found from ex-
tensive hydrodynamical simulations of spherical
target compressions that the most energetic emis-
sion of hydrogenlike lines occurs during a 10-psec
time interval during which the plasma properties
change little, spatially or temporally. These theo-
retical results, coupled with the fact that our
analysis obtains striking agreement with experi-
ment, indicate that this assumption can be pro-
ductively employed under these conditions to inter-
pret the emission properties of plasma cores under
spherical compression.

IH. COMPRESSION DIAGNOSTICS
KITH CALCULATED SPECTRA

It is widel. y recognized that pellet compression
along a low adiabat is most desirable in achieving
maximum density prior to thermonuclear ignition.
Hence, a major goal of laser-driven pellet com-
pression experiments is to obtain the highest pos-
sible implosive drive while minimizing preheat.
Knowledge of the degree to which this goaL is met
experimentally may be obtained from a variety of
techniques, and one of the prime tools available
is spectroscopy. For this purpose, one must know
the sensitivity of the emitted spectrum to the
plasma's density and temperature. Figure 1 pre-
sents three neon spectra calculated for a sphericaI
plasma in CRE. They il.lustrate the evot. ution of
the emitted spectrum as the same mass of neon is
progressively compressed to higher densities and
lower temperatures (i.e. , aiong lower adiabats).
The lower the adiabat, the closer to the top of the
figure the spectrum appears. Increased density is
primarily reflected in the widening of the lines due
both to larger intrinsic Stark widths and possible
opacity broadening. This effect has been utilized
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FIG. 1. Three calculated spectra are shown which il-
lustrate, from bottom to top, the changes in spectral
signature which occur as a constant neon mass is com-
pressed to higher densities and colder temperatures.
The spectra are calculated assuming that the neon
plasma is in collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE).
The exterior pellet temperatures decrease from those of
the core in accordance with the gradient described in
the text. Only the middle spectrum includes the {negli-
gible) pumping effect of the Na x impurity line at 1.13
keV.

for argon compression diagnostics in the case of
optically thin nonopacity broadened Stark lines. '
The line profiles (as opposed to line intensities)
are relatively insensitive to temperature. '6 How-
ever, effects of opacity broadening are specifically
illustrated below in the interpretation of the Roch-
ester neon experimental spectrum' taken by Yaakobi
et al.

The pronounced temperature sensitivity of the
emitted spectra is also apparent in Fig. 1. As the
temperature is decreased from 800 to 450 to 250
eV, the intensity of the helium-like 1s -1s3p 'P
line at 1.074 keV increases dramatically relative
to the hydrogen-like Ne X lines. In the Rochester
spectrum, the Ne 1X 1s2-1s4p 'P line (at 1.127 keV)
was obscured by the impurity line NaX 1s -1s2p 'P,
which is equal in wavelength to 1 part in 105. In
fact this sodium line will optically pump the NeIX
level populations to some degree due to this close
resonance. In the middle spectrum of Fig. 1 the
effect of this impurity line has been included —the
intensity having been derived from our computed
fit to the Rochester spectrum' (taken by Yaakobi
et al. ) in Fig. 2. We included the sodium pumping
line by assuming that the flux directed inward
from the microballoon toward the neon fil.ler is
the same as the inferred flux directed outward.
However, by calculating the emitted neon spectrum
without the pumping influence of the impurity line,

1.00 1 ~ 12
ENERGY tkeV)

1.24

FIG. 2. The top spectrum was obtained by Yaakobi et
al. at the University of Rochester from a laser-imploded
microballoon filled with 8.6 atmospheres of neon. The
bottom two spectra were calculated assuming CRE. The
middle spectrum provides the best fit to the top one and
arises from a plasma of T~= 385 eV, r=11.4 pm at N&

=4.5X10 cm . The bottom spectrum would be emitted
by a plasma of Te= 300 eV, r= 9.5 pm, at N&=7.8 X10
cm

we have determined that the effect is negligible for
these dense plasmas with high collisional cross-
coupling rates between excited states. Therefore,
the line has been omitted in some of the calculated
spectra presented in Figs. 1-3, since its effect on
the level populations is negligible.

Equally apparent as the helium line intensity
change is the relative increase in the continuum
radiation arising from recombination to the ground
state of Ne IX as the temperature decreases. In-
deed, at a temperature of 250 eV the LyP and Lyy
lines which sit on top of this continuum feature
(whose edge lies at 1.196 keV) are more properly
regarded as "line-continuum features" rather than
pure lines. The appearance of this strong continu-
um edge can place strong constraints on the diag-
nosed temperature. Also, the continuum opacity
may significantly affect both the shape and strength
of the observed features arising from bound level
transitions. Similarly, ionization by line pho-
tons —especial. ly important when the lines are very
wide due to Stark effects —may significantly affect
the ionization balance of the plasma.

Having noted the spectral. differences arising
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FIG. 3. The three calculated spectra shown represent
the results of employing commonly used, but inaccurate,
approximations. The top spectrum would be emitted by
a neon plasma with pure Voigt line profiles whose condi-
tions are those of the "best fit" of Fig. 2. The middle
spectrum maintains the same physical conditions as the
top, but Stark line profiles and LTE are assumed. The
bottom spectrum arises from the same mass of plasma
assumed to be in LTE but with a temperature of 300 eV
and a radius of 10 pm. The sodium impurity line at
1.13 keV is included in these spectra.

from changes in density and temperature, we in-
vestigated the possibility of obtaining a fit to the
Rochester experimental spectrum' using our first-
principles ionization calculation, in which only
temperature, density, size, and velocity variations
in plasma conditions could be made.

The results of this effort are graphically sum-
marized in Fig. 2, where the Rochester experi-
mental spectrum (taken from Ref. 1) and two cal-
culated spectra are displayed. The middle spec-
trum of Fig. 2 represents an excellent fit to the
experimental spectrum displayed at the top of the
figure. This "best-fit" calculated spectrum would
arise from a spherical neon plasma of ion density
4.5x10 ' cm and radius 11.4 pm, having an elec-
tron temperature of 385 eV from r =0 to r = 8.8
p. m that then decreased smoothly to 296 eV at the
surface. This gradient was inferred in a previous
analysis of the degree of line self-reversals in
such imploded plasmas, ' and our present results
support this gradient inference. Also shown in
Fig. 2 (at the bottom) is the spectrum which would
be emitted by a neon plasma characterized by the
conditions originally inferred from the LTE analy-
sis in Ref. 1. These conditions are T, =300 eV
(constant), N; =7.ex 102' cm-~, and r = 9.5 pm.

The need for a higher temperature and lower
density than previously diagnosed is most readily

understood by comparing the predicted 300-eV
spectrum to the experimental one. The presence
of the prominent continuum feature —the Ne IX
ground-state ionization edge —in the 300-eV pre-
dicted spectrum is not matched by a similar fea-
ture in the experimental one. An explanation for
its absence is that the experimental plasma con-
tains less NeIX and is therefore at a higher tem-
perature, where more of the hei. iumlike neon is
ionized. This degree of reduction of the continuum
feature as the temperature increases is clearly
evident in the theoretical spectra of Fig. 1, which
served as a guide in obtaining the Fig. 2 fit to the
Rochester experiment. A core temperature of 385
eV was needed to lower the calculated feature
which is weak or nonexistent in the experimental
spectrum. Moreover, temperatures higher than
385 eV were found to produce a NeIX 1s -1s3p P
line which was too weak to match the experimental
line. Even at T =400 eV, the Fig. 2 comparison of
calculated and experimental spectra deteriorated
noticeably in this regard. Any temperature below
385 eV raises the helium continuum again produc-
ing a significant deterioration in the agreement
even at our diagnosed density of 4.5x10". Qur
ability to zero in on 385 eV as the likely tem-
perature in this manner strikingly illustrates both
the need and the value of utilizing all of the infor-
mation in the spectrum.

The Rochester analysis yielding T, -300 eV was
based upon Planckian line ratios generated by an
LTE plasma. By contrast we find that a neon plas-
ma of T, = 300 eV, N, = 7.8 x 10" cm ', and r = 9.5
p.m has not reached LTE. Qf the ionic species,
only the NeX concentration is close to its LTE
value. NeXI (bare nucleus) is about half of what
would be expected in LTE, while heliumlike Net
has twice its LTE concentration. Moreover, the
excited states of NeX, whose radiative decay dom-
inates the spectrum, are present to a far smaller
degree than would be the case in LTE. The LTE
excited-to-ground-state ratios of NeX n=2, 3, 4,
and 5 are, respectively, 0.13, 0.16, 0.23, and
0.32. We find that the highest ratios occur in the
300-eV model plasma at r=0, where they are
0.05, 0.06, 0.09, and 0.13, respectively. In effect,
the ionization-excitation state of the plasma lags
behind what is required for LTE. At an ion density
of 7.8 x10" cm ', collisional processes dominate
the coupling of the NeX excited states to each
other. Hence, these ratios of populations of the
states lying above n=2 to that of n=2 do corres-
pond to the required LTE ratios. The NeX excited
states are also in LTE with respect to the ground
state lying above (the bare nucleus) due to the
strength of collisional ionization and recombination
processes. However, collisional excitation from
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and de-excitation to the NeX ground state from the
excited states is generally at least two orders of
magnitude weaker than collisional cross couplings
among the excited states. Collisional deexcita-
tion from the excited states to the ground state is
also only about one-third as likely as spontaneous
radiative decay to the ground state. Collisional
processes are therefore not strong enough to en-
force LTE between the ground and excited states
of the same species —NeX. Moreover, due to the
large Stark widths, the optical depths of LyP, y,
ete. , are 2.2 or lower, as described below. Since
these modest opacities do not permit multiple
photon scattering, the states n =3 and above are
weakly photoexcited and remain far from LTE
with respect to n =1. However, since the optical
depth of Lyn is -200, it might at first be sus-
pected that at least n =2 would be in LTE with re-
spect to the ground state. The fact that this is not
the case may be understood by applying the condi-
tions required for LTE to the rate equations af-
fecting the two states n =1 and 2. For simplicity
we first consider the two-level-atom case in an
optically thick plasma characterized by a line
photon escape probability P, . We let S'» stand for
the eollisional deexeitation rate coefficient and

A, stand for the spontaneous emission coefficient.
The steady-state condition requires

ly thick interior based on the above two-level-
atom analysis. However, there are three separate
effects which in this case prevent LTE conditions
from being established even in the thick plasma
interior. First, even though the optical depth of
Lyo. is -200, the line wings are so prominent at
this high density that the mean escape probability
is found numerically to be 0.06. Thus, A»P,
-:=O.I5 W» in the interior. According to Eq. (2)
this alone will reduce the N, /N, ratio to 0.87
times that of LTE. The other two effects which
bring the actual ratio to only 0.38 times the LTE
ratio are, first, a radiative leak in the LyP line,
where 7 =2, and, second, another photon escape
mechanism in the optically grey recombination
continuum from the bare nucleus to the ground
state of NeX. A multilevel analysis is necessary
to clarify the detailed contributions of the latter
two mechanisms.

An accurate analytic treatment is possible in this
case be.cause the vex'y large collisional rates coup-
ling the excited states (n =2, 2, 4, 5, and Nexi}
force the ratios of these states to each other to
equal those of LTE, as confirmed by the calcu-
lated population densities. Let I.,~

denote the LTE
ratio of state i to state j. Then, the equation for
the steady-state coupling of NeX n =1 to the over-
lying states becomes

where photon reabsorption is accounted for by
diluting the spontaneous emission coefficient by a
factor equal to the mean photon escape probability.
From Eq. (I},

(g,/g, )e
I+(A„p,/W„)

For N, /N, to have the LTE population ratio of
these two levels, (g,/g, )e "" "r, we must have

A»P, && 5'~~ .
Therefore, even a very optically thick plasma
can be far out of LTE if A»» W» to the extent
necessary to offset a small P, . That is, the mere
existence of a small P, due to large optical depth
does not ensure the validity of Eq. (2). Therefore,
the fact that Lyn is quite thick in this case does
not in itself justify an LTE assumption. For the
plasma conditions undex consideration here,
A, -=2.5W». Therefore, LTE will not be valid
near the surface of the plasma, where P, =0.5,
since A„P,z W» in this region. Of course, the
emitted speetxum of optically thick lines tends to
be dominated by surface emission. Nevertheless,
one still might expect LTE to prevail in the optical-

+QS.„(A,,I .„+W„)

+L„(W „((,(',„).

In Eq. (4) W,&
is the collisional rate coupling

states i and j, P„.
&

is the escape probability for
the photon emitted during a radiative transition
from state i to j, A,.& is the spontaneous transition
probability, and W«, is the radiative recombina-
tion rate from the bare nucleus to NeX n =1. Equa-
tion (4) contains all of the important processes
populating and depopulating NeX n =1 at this tem-
perature and density. The processes which are
omitted —collisional recombination from Ne XI and
its inverse, and ionization and recombination pro-
cesses from and to NeIx —are relatively unimpor-
tant compared to what is included, and thus their
omission does not quantitatively affect this analy-
sis. Equation (4) is easily solved for IV, /IV, . When
the eollisional rates and Einstein A's are inserted,
the ratio N, /K, is found to be a function of the es-
cape probabilities for a particular plasma tem-
perature, density, and size. For LyP, the numer-
ical results yield P,» =0.7, and for the n=1 re-
combination continuum P,6, =-0.3. The LyP radia-
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tion leak in concert with Lyn, y, and 5 would re-
duce N, /N, to 0.65 times the LTE ratio; inclusion
of the free-bound continuum leak brings the ratio
down to the actual 0.05, which is 0.38 that of LTE.
Photon escape in Lyy and Ly5 makes little differ-
ence since their spontaneous transition probabili-
ties are factors of 4.4 and 13.5, respectively, be-
low that of Lyj.

In summary, escape of radiation in the optically
grey LyP and NeXI continuum transitions adds to
the radiation escape in tQe line wings of Lyu and
prevents LTE from being established even in the
plasma interior. While the strong collisional coup-
ling of the states above NeX n =1 forces n =3 and
above into LTE with n =2, it in turn adds to the
escape of radiation emitted during decays of these
levels and further reduces all the excited-state
populations relative to n = 1. Fundamentally, the
lack of detailed balancing of all of the NeX radia-
tion —i.e., by reabsorption —prevents LTE condi-
tions from being established.

The need for a reduced density in order to ex-
plain the observed spectrum (from 7.8 x10" to
4.5x102' cm ~) is implied by two features of the
predicted spectrum at 7.8x10" cm ', namely,
the Lyu, LyP, and Lyy lines are too wide, and
the Lyn line exhibits a self-reversal which is not
observed. We will first consider the question of
the LyP and y lines. As previously mentioned, the
total concentration of hydrogenlike NeX in our
300-eV model plasma is roughly equal to the LTE
value. However, since our excited-state densities
are much less than the LTE amounts, the ground
state has a greater than LTE density —varying
from 75% greater at the center (r = 0) to 2.2 times
greater at the plasma surface. The reason for this
spatial gradient is that the radiation field is less
intense at the surface, which therefore, with less
optical pumping, contains fewer bare nuclei and
more bydrogenlike neon. The optical depths of
LyP and Lyy in collisional-radiative equilibrium
are therefore about twice the previously assumed
LTE values. We find a peak optical depth of 2.2
for LyP in contrast to the value of 1.2 that was
previously used' to calculate the first-order opa-
city-broadening correction. This results in a
50% increase in linewidth because of the extra
opacity broadening. Also, we do not find that the
Lyy line is optically thin; instead, it has a peak
optical depth of 1.1. In summary, significantly
greater opacity broadening for both LyP and Lyz
occurs in CRE than in LTE, which forces a reduc-
tion in density in -order to reduce the Stark and
opacity widths to fit the experimental spectrum.

As noted above, the 300-eV model plasma pre-
dicts an asymmetric self-reversal for Lya. This
asymmetry is due to the effects of plasma motion.

The self-reversal itself is a well-known effect of
large line opacity in a non-LTE plasma. Reducing
the linewidth by reducing the density from 7.8x10"
to 4.5x10" cm ' turns the self-reversal into a
"shoulder" which is more consistent with experi-
ment. The increased temperature of 385 eV re-
duces the fraction of ground state NeX, and thus
the Lyo, opacity, contributing to this effect. The
width of the opacity-broadened Lya line is also in
very good agreement with experiment when this
lower density is assumed, as is apparent in Fig. 2.

IV. EFFECTS OF SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS
ON THE CALCULATED SPECTRA

We have seen above that neither Voigt profiles
nor LTE are valid assumptions for the physical
state of these high-density neon plasmas. How-
ever, it is of interest to invert the analysis and
examine spectra calculated using these erroneous
assumptions in order to estimate the magnitude-
of error. Figure 3 displays three spectra which
represent the results of employing commonly
used, but inaccurate approximations. The top
spectrum was computed using conditions identical
to those of the "best fit" to the experimental spec-
trum at the top of Fig. 2, except that Voigt rather
than Stark line profiles were used. Consequently,
the much narrower lines of this spectrum bear
little resemblance to the observed spectrum or to
the theoretical Stark-profile spectrum in the mid-
dle of Fig. 2. The bottom two spectra of Fig. 3
were computed with Stark profiles but with the
LTE assumption. Since the true excitation state of
the plasma lags behind LTE, when LTE is as-
sumed, the theoretical excitation state is in-
creased, resulting in more ionization and less
Ne IX. The reduced heliuml. ike neon is reflected
in the very weak NeIX 1s'-1s3p'P line, which for
T =300 or 385 eV is much less intense than that
which is measured. Also, the Ne]X ground-state
recombination continuum is much reduced, espec-
ially in the case of the 300-eV spectrum. Neither
LTE spectrum agrees with experiment. It is con-
ceivable that an LTE spectrum of neon at a much
lower temperature might show a relatively in-
creased NeIX 1s'-1s3p'P line and thus agree more
closely with the experimental spectrum of Fig. 2.
However, the lower temperature would reduce the
collisional rates even further —meaning that LTE
would be an even more inappropriate model.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have utilized a first-principles, multistate,
multilevel model of highly ionized, high-density
neon to predict the emitted spectrum as a function
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of the compressed state of the plasma. The ap-
pearance of the spectrum has been found to sen-
sitively reflect this state, and the particular fea-
tures which change in accordance with the various
plasma properties have been noted and the under-
lying physics discussed. The model has been found
capabl. e of generating an excellent detailed fit to
a previously publ. ished experimental spectrum,
and the fitting process has led to a considerable
refinement of the inferred plasma conditions, in-
cluding an estimate of the extreme sensitivity of
the predicted spectrum to these conditions.

One should note that the authors of Ref. 1 at-
tempted only to obtain an approximate temperature
to aid in inferring the density. On the other hand,

it is our purpose here to illustrate the potential
of non-LTE spectroscopic analysis for obtaining
accurate temperatures as well as accurate densi-
ties. We have shown that despite the complexity
of the dynamics of compression, detailed, realis-
tic, and accurate modeling of the radiative output
is both possible and fruitful.
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